Supplies for 5/6 Grade Students
General - All Students:
1 - Large Zipper Binder (3” or 4” are the best size)
1 - 3 holed Binder Pencil Pouch -fits into your binder if your binder doesn’t have one
1 - Packet of 5 Tabbed Poly Binder Pockets - should have pocket on both sides.
(To be kept in your zipper binder)
(3 of these boxes will be stored in your homeroom for use during the year)

4 - boxes of pencils 2 - boxes of eraser pencil tops-(1 of these will be stored in your homeroom for use during the year)
ELA:
1 Pink, 1 yellow, and 1 green highlighter
3 - black extra-fine point sharpies
1 - 5 subject notebook- 81/2 x 11 with dividing pockets - 5th grade only!
Social Studies:
1 - 2 subject notebook with pockets
3 - black sharpies - fine point
4 - 2 pocket folders - You need to buy 4 folders in the color listed for your class
5S - Red
5G - Yellow
6G - Blue
6N - Green
Science:
1 - White 1.5 inch 3 ring binder with a clear view sleeve cover
1 - Packet of 5 binder dividers
1 - 3 hole punched folder (2 pocket)
Math:
1 - Composition Book - 100 page
4 - 2 pocket folders
1 - Ruler (metric and customary) (This should be kept at home. Do not need to buy one if you
already have one!)

Note: I would like you to buy the Composition Book and folders in the color
that is listed below for your class. (If you can only find a black & white Composition book
5S - Red
5G - Yellow
you can color it in.)
6G - Blue
6N - Green
Enrichment Math (6th grade only):
1 - 1.5 inch 3 ringed binder
1 - Packet or notebook of 3 holed paper
1 - Packet of 5 binder dividers

Getting Ready for the First Day We ask that you bring all of your materials with you the first day. You will be giving
your homeroom teacher the 3 boxes of pencils and 1 box of eraser tops which will
be stored in the classroom for use during the year. You can keep the other boxes in
your locker or at home. Hint - you can never have too many pencils!
When packing your Zipper Binder, the 3 holed Binder Pencil Pouch that is in your
binder should have approximately 5 pencils with eraser pencil tops, your 3
highlighters, 1 extra-fine point sharpie, and 1 fine point sharpie. The remaining
sharpies can be stored in your locker. (You may want to leave them at home until
you get your locker. You may not get it the first day.)

